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lV Semester -B.Sg .lB.C. AlB. S-cI1 fe D/B. Sc. (l D D) Exam i nation,

Septem ber/Octo b er 2022
ENGLISH

(CBCS) (F + R) (2019 - 2020 and Onwards)
Language English - lV

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 70

lnstructions : 1) Answer all the questions.

2) Mention question numbers correctly.

SECTION _ A
(Prose and Poetry - 40 marks)

l. Answer any five of the following in one or two sentences each :

1) What is the difference between untouchability and slavery ?

2) Who is 'Unholy Stranger' in the poem 'Home Coming Son' ?

(5x2=10)

is needed to deal with fortune's ups and down. (Fill in the
blanks with right word from the poem 'O, How I Love Your Streets')

4) Mention the name of the river and the mountain in the tiger's native place.

5) why does the poet Navakant Baruva say "Let us go to the tairo/'?

6) How did Napoleon and Snowball teach themselves to read and write in
the play'Animal Farm' ? 

{

7) Why did oldrMajor call for the meeting of the animals ?

B) Who are free to Roam accgrding to Faiz Ahmed Faiz ?

ll. Answer any four of the following in about 80-100 words each : (41g=20)

1) Why does the poet call his motherland a work of art in the poem 'Home
Coming Son' ?

2) Explain how untouchability not only worse than slavery but also cruel as

compared to slavery
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3) How does Faiz Ahmed Faiz instill hope in
tyrant ?
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the readers oppressed by a

(1xl0=10)

slave in

(5+5=10)

5

4) Narrate the incidents that lead to the attack on Jerken,s wife and later in
the lesson 'The Ramapuram Tiger,.

5) what were the seven commandments of Animar Farm ?

6) Describe the scene which the animals saw when they peeped through the
windows of Manor farm.

7) Analyse the significance of the term 'measurement' in various context.

lll. Answer any one of the foilowing in about zoo-2sowords :

1) Explain the factors which worked to the great advantage of the
the resson 'Untouchabirity is worse than sravery,.

2) How does the old Major sow the seeds of rebellion among the animals ?
3) "ln the process of welcoming the son back home, the poet highlights the

pride of the rich heritage, glorious culture and black identity,,. substantiate.

SECTION - B
(lnterview, G.D., Resume and cover Letter - o0 marks)

lV' Sun Mobility-White Field, Bangalore Karnataka-60 has invited applications for
thepostof technicatsupporterbin its respectivebranchesatMumbai, Bangalore,
Gujarat and Mangalore. cahdidates with gopd knowledge of Etectrical Vehicle
and rechnical kndwledge are eligible to apply. Fresher,s can also apply.
A) Prepare a resume appropriate to the Job Advertisement.

B) Write a cover letter for this purpose.

V. 1) Answer any one of the following in a paragraph.

a) What are the tips to face an interview ?

b) Explain any six types of interviews;
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2) Complete the following conversation in job interview between the

interviewer and candidate :
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Candidate

lnterviewer: PIease come in.

Candidate : Thank You Good Morning Sir.

lnterviewer: Very Good Mornlng to you. Take your seat.

Candidate :

lnterviewer:

Candidate : I am Vijay. I have completed my B.Tech. from 

-
I finished my schooling from Orchid Vijayanagar with 80%. I am from

Karwar orginally and live in Rajajinagar. My father works as a clerk and

mother is home maker. My goal is to work in a great setup where I get

plenty of opportunities to learn and prove myself a's a good worker.

lnterviewer:

Candidate : I am a good learner. I have a positive attitude and am

committed to my work.

Vl. Answer any one of the following in a paragraph :

A) A) How to motivate the people who are not motivated to participate

inaGD? ,

B) How to conclude a group discussion in an attractive way ?

B) ln a Group discussion on the topic, "social Media is killing creativity",
how would you present your views ? Write a paragraph on the topic not

acceding 80 words. 
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